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Memorandum

TO: SAC, CLEVELAND (44-265)  DATE: 11/29/63

FROM: SA JOHN J. BARRETT

SUBJECT: JACK LEON RUBY, aka;
LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka - VICTIM
CIVIL RIGHTS

The following informants were contacted 11/25/63
with negative results concerning captioned case:

CV 516 - C TE
CV 554 - PC
PCI FRITZ PAAR
PCI JERRY WOLF
PCI BEN MONICH
CV. 529-C
PCI SANDRA AMSTUTZ
PCI SOL TIKTIN
PCI WILLIAM KAHAAN

(10) Cleveland
(1 - 137-242 SA)
(1 - 137-1401 SA)
(1 - 137-1383)
(1 - 137-1293)
(1 - 137-1287)
(1 - 137-1323)
(1 - 137-1364)
(1 - 137-1557)

JJB:ktk
(10)